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The practical and known benefits of understanding emotion have translated into a des ire for
facial emotion recognition (FER) technology to be developed quickly without careful
validation. As commercial FER systems are often embedded into complex applications that
have use cases in fields ranging from education to security to healthcare, these algorithms
are often used on an unaware public.

Additional res earch has revealed that FER systems perform differently within varying sectors
of society. Commercially available gender classification software, which utilizes face
detection algorithms, found darker-skinned females to be the most misclassified.
Simultaneously, fair-skinned, male im ages showed lower error rates and higher accuracy
when they considered groups that were not equally represented in training datasets
(Buolamwin i and Gebru 2018). However, demographic factors (i.e gender, race, age, etc.)
have also been shown to impact emotion detection performance (Klare et al. 2012; Kyriakou
et al. 2020).

Although bias is a known lim itation of FER systems, research on both dataset changes and
attribute-aware algor ithms have not led to a generally accepted solution. Additionally, another
approach to combat bias is us ing algorithmic auditing as a strategy to keep commercia l
systems accountable for their outputs. However, biases that receive less attention may
become amplified in digital platforms. As corporate values and user interests influence
commercial systems, Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol showed that ageism is consistently
ignored and limits older adults from using digital platforms.

These research findings reveal a gap in FER systems’ bias mitigation efforts and the
necessity of exposing ageism’s effects when creating digital platforms widely in use today.
This research highlights how the trend to address only exposed demographic biases is a
band-aid solution for a gaping wound, particularly when target users of society belong to
subgroups that are not mutually exc lusive. It further provides a compell ing cal l for inclusive,
intersectional algorithmic developmental and benchmarking practices.

Background & Motivation
Amazon Rekognition, Face++, Microsoft Face, and Sighthound were chosen for our analysis.
These systems return confidence values as a percentage for each emotion, and the highest
confidence value was recorded as the predicted emotion value.

For each FER system, we conduct a black box test as the explicit details of each algorithm
are are not accessible to the publ ic. The true emotion label of each image is stored as well as
the equivalent prediction label per algor ithm. For example, Amazon’s ‘happy’ label maps to
the FACES dataset’s ‘happiness’ label. The different emotion recognition systems then
process each image, and all outputs are normalized to probabil ity values between 0.0 and
1.0. The maximum rule was applied to determine the predicted emotion label with the highest
confidence and stored to compare to the dataset’s true label with these probabilities.

Methodology

Using the dataset images, we analyze each facial emotion recognition system’s outputs by
classification accuracy, positive pr edictive values (PPV), and other standard performance
evaluation metrics. Each result was also evaluated one year later with its updated algorithm to
measure any documented changes. Some algorithms suggest improved performance for
certain subgroups, specifically gender subgroups with their latest versions.

Classification accuracy, or the fraction of all correct predictions over the total inputs, was used
to evaluate how often each algor ithm was correct. The accuracy values for each system
considering al l images for each age group can be found in the above left table. Older adults
had the lowest classification accuracy scores for eac h of the four assessed algor ithms while
young adults had the highest. While the margins were notably small, Microsoft performed best
for images of young adults and Amazon performed best for images of middle-aged adults and
older adults. Some systems highlighted impr ovements made to address gender d isparities. To
investigate whether any observ ed age group. d isparities could be entangled with gender
disparities, we also evaluated the results by gender subgroups show in the table to the right.

The PPV was calculated to show how trustworthy the recognition system is for perceiving
each emotion. While the margins were again small, Microsoft had the highest average PPV
for young adults while Amazon had the highest average for middle and older adults.

Results

We selected four commercial FER systems and found that each algorithm most accurately
perceived emotion in images of young adults. Each system also produced the lowest
classification accuracy and PPV scores when used to perceive expressive images of older
adults.

Overall, the average PPV of all four recognition systems was highest for images of younger
adults and lowest for images of older adults; however, each algorithm had varying PPV trends
when recognizing fear within the different age groups. The dataset used was validated with
human judges correctly identifying the emotions with at least 95% accuracy for the final set;
however, all four algorithms could not accurately predict emotions for older adults beyond
68% mean accuracy.

Our results also showed that gender bias did not influence the notable d ifferences in accuracy
and PPV scores between the young and older adult subgroups.

As use cases for FER systems become relevant among larger sectors of the globa l
population, developers of FER technology cannot continue to approach demographic biases
retroactively. Our results demonstrate the importance of considering var ious demographic
subgroups dur ing FER system validation and the need for inclusive, intersectional algor ithmic
developmental practices.

Discussion / Conclusion

A dataset with standardized images was used to evaluate the performance of four different
commercial FER systems on three different age groups. The evaluation was conducted on
algorithmic performance in 2019 and 2020.

The FACES database of facial expressions contains high quality color photographs of 171
adults, each displaying six different emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neutrality,
and sadness (Ebner, Riediger, and Lindenberger 2010). The images are categorized by
gender and into three age groups of young (ages 19 - 31), middle-aged (ages 39 - 55), and
older adults (ages 69 - 80).

Four FER systems were selected from a review of currently available algor ithms that
included either an API or SDK. This enables each of the systems with the capability of being
embedded into other technology, potentially affecting many diverse groups.

Procedure


